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the problems of the rural popula- will to reach out~ our rural we must compile and collect the

Rukhsana Iqbal tion to our failure to achieve areas, in our own particular fields. work done on the rural population
democratic rule. Hence lack of It is imperative today for all of and project it regularly through
representation was the root-cause us to study our local conditions the media.
of the inability to find solutions and devise our own strategies to In our country as in other
during the repressive regimes of counter our difficulties. The semi- countries referred to as the "Third
the past. nar on "rural journalism" might World" a great deal of aid money

The first question that begged go a lortg way in helping those of is wasted, for instance, in "pur-
to be asked and which was con- us who attend it to think,about the chasing" the expertise of foreign-
tinuously asked was: Are the 72 role of those who havei;chosen to ~rs belonging to aid agencies,
per cent people of Pakistan, repre- t" write, to shifttheir'focus towards when we talk of implementing
sented or given their due share on the ordeal of the majority that schemes for the poor, whether it
the pages of our press? The query dwell in sordid conditions. is in the field of health, literacy,
becomes more poignant keeping, Thousands of heads all over the or other social sectors. The aid
in mind the fact that they do send world and in the richest capitals personnel who consume these
up representatives to the provin- o( th~ world join perennially, to resources come in all shapes and
cial and federal legislatures. a(fvocate the cause of the down- sizes, and all kinds and varieties.
Therefore when we talk of jour- t"odden multitudes of the under- Some are good indeed, and
nalism pertaining to the three- jeveloped world, but in spite of undoubtedly earn their pay. Many

On the 16h and 17th of
Januarythe first ever seminar on
ruraljournalism was held at the
Pakistan Academy for Rural
Development, Peshawar. A host
of speakers from all four
provincesof the country, includ-
ing, thinkers, teachers, intellectu-
als and journalists participated in
the two-day moot divided into
fivesessions.

They discussed the role of the
electronicmedia, the need for the
preservation of indigenous cul-
ture,and, of course, theshortcom-
ingsof the journalists themselves.
The response of the speakers was
unprecedented. A spirit of unity
in all that diversity of conceptions
pt.. Jded the scene, which was a
pc ve pointer indeed towards
which WiVthe }Vindblows in our
country t~.:r!ay.{,Mostdiscerning
Pakistanis musl ask themselves at
this point in our history,when we
like to call our fabric a democrat-
ic one - are we free? Do 72 per
cent of our people living in the
rural areas have access to .infor-
mation or are they victims of
whathas been referred to as "con-
ditioned power" - the accep-
tance of authority, dictated by the
political culture of our land, and
by their socio-economic condi-
tions. There is an established
"patrimonial" relationship
between the rulers and the ruled
achieved by the simple accep-
tance of what the community and
culture have along thought right
andvirtuous. Whereas a democra-
tic spirit.demands a nationalcom-
mitment to the principle that
debateon public issues should be
uninhibited, robust, and wide
open,and that it may wellinclude
vehementand sometimes unpleas-
antlysharp attacks on the govern-
mentand public officials.

"Rural journalism" does not
have a domIcile, stated Mr
MukhtarMasud, the chief guest at
the inaugural session, 'but he
spoke of yellow journalism, blue
journalism, red journalism and
green journalism. Khaki he said
could be the word employed for
the journalism pertaining to the
rural areas and hence to the soil
~'however our experience of
'~khaki"not being very pleasant
~chose the word "khakistri".
\ At the conCluding session,
\wabzada Nasntllah Khan
\!>uted our failure to address

fourths population of Pakistan,
this particular "genre" one, might
conclude would go the way of all

. schemes, projects, plans, and res-
olutions that pertains to what are
referred to as the backward, illit-
erate, poor people of our country.
But to, use Mil.oZe Dong's oft-
quoted words "a journey of a
thousand mil~ begins with a sin-
gle step", that step has been taken
by the Rural Academy here at the
provincial metropolis. The
response was encouraging, and
obviously the problems and
aspects of development in this
field are multidimensional but not
insurmountable if we have the

generous donations very little Western "disaster experts" more
headway has been made to 9Irb often than not turn out to be an

'the actual cause of our illst.A"irst expensive fact-finding mission.
of all, then, when we ta~ What this mearrs in practice is
"rural journalism," are we looking that they arrive with empty hands,
for ways to highlight and thus and leave with their heads full of
address the problems of our rur<\L,,--iffformation, which mayor may
population beyond sensational not later be translated into action.
stories of rape and the hegemony We must train qur own people to

.of the feudal cJass? Secondly, embark on these!fact-finding mis-
there is the need
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